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A Simple proto nebula constituted of plasma under
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Using simplifying assumptions, a region or time in the universe is conceived, which
allows for a state constituted solely by a gaseous plasma subject to the current laws of
gravity and electromagnetism to exist. Under these conditions, it is proposed that the
presence of a portion of that medium, organized in a highly symmetric magnetic field and
plasma structure, possesses the symmetry of a torus. We resort to the fact that magneto
hydrodynamics (MHD) is the common state of this medium and that it has the property
of attaching to it the mass. (I.e. in the language of MHD the mass of the torus is assumed
to be magnetized.) The solution to this MHD equilibrium of the matter of the torus, which
prevents it from coalescing through the gravitational pool, is presented. Further, analysis
shows that a gravitational field generated by the torus may be capable of attracting the other,
non-magnetized matter, under the influence of the torus’ gravitational pool. In this way it
is shown that the torus shaped MHD structure, under the discussed conditions, satisfies
essential properties, like having large regions where the Keplerian mass motion cannot be
present. A scenario consistent with a few key properties of proto-nebulae in equilibrium is
presented and considered.
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Introduction
We present a simple stage in the evolution of nebulae, at some
point in time, before its either gentle or dramatic metamorphosis into
becoming an ordinary galaxy. We may locate this scenario at some
remote time and its location at some remote place, depending on
our favorite big-bang model of the universe,1 or other possibilities
including ‘a static,’ time independent solution, and or Kaluza – Klein
models.2–4 If we assume a time epoch in the universe’s existence,
a few hundred thousand years from its beginning in an expansioninflationary process,5 following the re-ignition period. In this scenario
we consider a possible quasi-equilibrium stage where the presence
of currents, i.e. electromagnetic fields, would be enough to allow a
state of plasma neutrality and dominance of the magnetic force in an
ionized plasma, and constituting a hydromagnetic state, with which
we are well acquainted theoretically,6,7 and which was later detected
with the automat observations first near the Earth and later everywhere
in the heliosphere, and more recently beyond into the local interstellar
medium.8

Figure 1 Approximately cylindrical with minor radius RFRcore, and major radius
RcFR.

When assuming ideal MHD conditions, i.e. a scenario in which the
Considering that the Maxwell and gravitational laws applied
self-gravitational
field of the structure would curve the magnetized
then, like they do today, we propose that self-organization of matter,
matter,
thereby
providing
stability and long life to the structure (ideal
plasma, and magnetic fields may have been produced in a variety of
6–8
regions of the early time’s structures. After the introduction, there is MHD assumes zero diffussion of the B-field) with the following
solutions
in
toroidal
coordinates:
a presentation of the model in Section 2. Conclusions are drawn in
Section 3.
(1)
=
B B0 [ J 0 ( A( ρ , f ))e x + HJ1 ( A( ρ , f ))eφ ],

A simple proto-nebulae

where its solution with

We consider that self-organization was generated in magnetized
plasma and we assume it to be simplest. Hence, we use the simpler
mathematical expression of a self-organized structure of the kind
discussed earlier,8 Figure 1 shows shows a representation of the
structure, a torus in which the extension of the torus boundaries
corresponds to the limit where the axial field reverses its direction.
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A(=
ρ , f ) a ( ρ )[1 + ρ / RcFR (cos ( f ) – | sin( f ) |)]

(2)

would be the time stationary limit of the solution presented earlier9
in a different context,
where
=
a ( ρ ) A=
ρ , andA

j0 / RFRcore , J 0,1 are the well known

orthogonal, grade 0 and 1, cylindrical Bessel functions of 1st kind,9
and the value of ρ = RFRcore defines the radius of ‘the circular cross
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section’ of an approximated cylinder-section of the torus at the location
where the axial magnetic field has its first node, is identically zero,
i.e., J 0 ( j0 ) = 0 . In this case study there is no volume (Vol) change
of the matter magnetized structure with time. A more general case is
considered elsewhere.10,11 As usual we evaluate the convective current
2

J c using (J c= Ñ × H ) ,12 up to O ( RFRcore / RcFR ) , with the accuracy

dependent on the ratio of the minor ( RcFRcore ) to major ( RcFR ) torus
radii, and which gives next the convective current J c components
J cx ( modified )

A / µ0{HBx [1 – 2 ρ / RcFR (cos ( f ) – | sin( f ) |)] + ∆jcx }

(3.a)

with
=
Bx

B0 J 0 ( A(=
ρ , f )), and ∆jcx

ρ / RcFR (cos ( f ) – | sin( f ) |) J 1( A( ρ , f )) / A( ρ , f )

the other two components of JC being:
J cρ

– A / µ0 HB f ρ / RcFR [ sin( f ) + ∂ f | sin( f ) |]

J c f = A / µ0 HB f [1 – 2 ρ / RcFR (cos ( f ) – | sin( f ) |)]

,

(3.b)
(3.c)

where B f = HB0 J1 ( A( ρ , f )) is the polar component of the

magnetic field density B. and H ( = +1 or – 1) is the handedness

of the FR, and Equations (3.a – 3.c) are the corrected expressions11
Notice that in this case the equations simplify by neglecting time
dependencies, i.e. steady state only, considered here. These three
components of Jc can be visualized with the help of (Figure 1) which
allow to understand the geometric shape of the circulation of the
MHD convection current, with components from Equation 3.a to 3.c,
respectively flowing along the main axis ‘x’ of the torus, current Jcx,
the minor radius ‘ρ’ of the torus, I,e current Jcρ, , and along ‘φ’ the
poloidal current, Jcφ , where ‘x, ρ, and φ ‘ constitute a right handed
coordinate system.
Next we drop subindices for RcFR, and instead we use R. The
summatory of all ‘torus’ elements and gravitational forces acting on
each infinitesimal element ‘δMTorus‘ at the torus’ locus is oriented to
the center of the torus, defined as

Fg (δ M Torus ) = – G M Torusδ M Torus R (δ M Torus ) / R

3

(4.a)

for circular symmetry of the simple case of homogeneously
distributed matter in a magnetized field (defined in Equation 1). Also,
any mass particle m located at the distance from the center of the torus
| r – R| is bound to feel such gravitational pull,

Fg ( m ( r – R ) ) = – G M Torus m ( r – R ) / r – R

3

(4.b)

similar to the one shown in Equation 4.a for a coordinate system
with its origin at the center of the torus.
For the expression of the vector potential A, notice that the
corrected expression 13 is easily generalizable to the case of a torus.
Once with the expression for the magnetic field and the current, it is
easy to find the equilibrium condition for

∑F =
0 		
i.e.

(5)

where we here solely consider magnetic and gravitational forces,

∫ M Fg ( dM Torus ) dM + ∫ J dJ C XB =0

(6)

and, considering the solution of Equation 6 in11 for a truncated
torus, we proceed to the generalization of the simpler case of a whole
torus developed here, which for us corresponds to the simplified
equilibrium expression
2

– G ( M Torus ) + (25µ0 / 4) [Φ f 2 ] =
0.

(7)
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The mass of the torus (MTorus) and the poloidal magnetic flux (Φϕ)
forces in equilibrium are simply related as shown in Equation (7). In
this way we obtain, for a simple limit, the condition for matter to be
attached to the ‘protogalaxie magnetic field’ generated by convective
currents, which stabilize the matter in a cold frozen matter condition.
Preliminary studies13,14 suggest that this, “a stable structure.” will
possess specific thermodynamic properties characteristic of a
diamagnetic environment. This stability condition could be subject to
a variety of possible disruptions and that study is beyond the scope of
the present work.
Notice that the model does not consider the presence of angular
momentum, even though its presence is well known in most galaxies15
(Most likely the centripetal force associated to a “low velocity”
simplified here to a rigid rotation of the structure would add to its
stability respect to the pull of the gravitational force.)

Discussion
A possible scenario is that the curvature of the magneto matter
structure could be provided by the re-ignition process after the
appearance of supermassive stars of relatively short life cycles,
followed by their gravitational collapse after a primordial cooling
following the big-bang as presented in hypotheses elsewhere.15 Here,
on simplifying grounds it is given consideration to the possibility of
the evolution, under those conditions, of the highly symmetric MHD
magneto-matter with a torus shape presented in Figure 1. From our
analysis, a large, symmetric, magnetic-matter is connected to the
generation of point-like gravitational center at the locus of the MHD
torus–structure discussed. Matter in the proximity of this center –of
the torus MHD structure considered– could flow to, and possibly
generate after a few hundred-thousand years a denser central region
in the proto-galaxy.
When thinking of the possible origin of the angular momentum
generation, a succession of coherent push by the infalling matter to
the center of the major radius of the torus (possibly a proto-galaxy
with a denser center and an eventual subject in a line of study to be
developed). This condition could introduce angular momentum into
the torus magneto-matter system. The frozen nature of the structure
subjected to a rotational equilibrium would naturally make the
internal part of the torus (here we call it protogalaxy) rotate in a
rather synchronous way, with its external region providing a feature
that could resemble the rotational pattern of increasing velocity of
rotation with the distance from the center of the galaxy. This rotational
pattern is today well validated from many very accurate observations,
beginning approximately after the mid past century,15,16 This very
intriguing rotational pattern has been the engine of a large amount of
work for the last several decades due to the fact that we are now well
aware that this rotational pattern of galaxies goes contrary to the well
understood Keplerian motion, which inspired the theory of universal
gravitation by Isaac Newton.
Further, notice that the presented scenario does not require the preexistent presence of earlier black holes, the kind which could have
occurred because of the collapse of the primordial super-massive
stars,17 and which may have constituted the seed for the possible
appearance later of a primogenious kind of galaxies, of current
uncertain existence.
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